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Quote request – vitordematos . design
Directions:

 Open this pdf in the browser and fill in all the fields;  Press ALT and choose > File > Save as > give the file❶ ❷
another name and save it on your computer;  Send as an attachment the pdf you just  saved containing your❸
answers, to hi[at]vitordematos[dot]net. Thank you for trusting in vitordematos . design. You will be contacted as soon
as possible.

*Mandatory

 

 

Email *

What deliverables should the project include? *

Interactive

Do you require extra services?

I require text translation.

I require text proofing.

I require photographic services.

Motion

Print

Does the project include work order? *

No. I'll be paying for the DESIGN ONLY (production-ready artwork). Then I'll take care of production.

Yes. I'm paying for the design AND for the final product: The estimate should include PRODUCTION 
COSTS which I must then have to pay in advance to the work order.

Project description (be specific) *

Campo de etiquetaTerm of responsibility *
I agree to sign a contract upon explicit agreament on all the 
legal and transactional aspects involving the project before 
the designer starts to work on it. Thus both parts are obliged.

Full Legal name (Person or Company) *

Contact person (if Company)

Website

Phone number *

VAT Number (NIF) *

Legal Address *
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